2016

WHERE WE WORKED

PERU

Launch Crowdfunding campaign #Restore Cerro de Pasco
Mission to Cerro de Pasco to collect hair samples and water
Workshop in State of Morelos on Human Rights and Environmental Monitoring System
Environmental Assessment on an abandoned steel plant
European Project on Soil Science with High Schools

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

INCOME

- Institutional Donors: 59.877 €
- Consultant for NGOs: 38.017 €
- Private donations: 78.885 €

EXPENSES

- Operations salary: 104.547 €
- Analysis: 51.218 €
- Travels: 16.257 €
- Marketing & Administration: 14.253 €
- Overhead costs: 1.900 €

Total: 188.079 €

WE WORKED WHERE

MEXICO

ITALY

SPAIN

GERMANY

2017

WHERE WE WORKED

PERU

Source International met Health Ministry of Peru in Lima to share previous studies on Cerro de Pasco
Equipping local communities to drive responsible industrial practices, especially in extractive and textile
School workshops on Food Sovereignty and Mineral Supply Chain
Human Rights Impacts Assessment and Environmental Assessment for hazardous wastes landfill
First explorative mission on palm oil and sugar cane plantations impacts

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

INCOME

- Institutional Donors: 20.000 €
- Consultant for NGOs: 7.000 €
- Private donations: 44.245 €

EXPENSES

- Operations salary: 20.000 €
- Analysis: 26.000 €
- Travels: 23.395 €
- Marketing & Administration: 1.300 €
- Finance & Legal & IT: 550 €

Total: 71.245 €

WHERE WE WORKED

MEXICO

ITALY

INDONESIA

GUATEMALA

2018

WHERE WE WORKED

PERU

Mission to Cerro de Pasco, sampling hair and assessing children exposition to heavy metals with 3 forensic doctors
Soil quality assessment in a urban park in Rome

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

INCOME

- Consulting to NGOs: 36.000 €
- Private Donations: 38.100 €
- Source US: 20.000 €

EXPENSES

- Operations salary: 20.000 €
- Analysis: 50.000 €
- Travels: 22.600 €
- Marketing & Administration: 950 €
- Finance & Legal & IT: 550 €

Total: 94.100 €

WHERE WE WORKED

ITALY

GUATEMALA

Source International met Health Ministry of Peru in Lima to share previous studies on Cerro de Pasco
Equipping local communities to drive responsible industrial practices, especially in extractive and textile
School workshops on Food Sovereignty and Mineral Supply Chain
Human Rights Impacts Assessment and Environmental Assessment for hazardous wastes landfill
First explorative mission on palm oil and sugar cane plantations impacts

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

INCOME

- Consulting to NGOs: 36.000 €
- Private Donations: 38.100 €
- Source US: 20.000 €

EXPENSES

- Operations salary: 20.000 €
- Analysis: 50.000 €
- Travels: 22.600 €
- Marketing & Administration: 950 €
- Finance & Legal & IT: 550 €

Total: 94.100 €

WHERE WE WORKED